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ABSTRACT Certificateless cryptography does not require any certificate for the public key authentication
and users’ public keys are transmitted with ciphertext/signatures or by making them available in the IoT-
based public directory in a proper way. Due to these features, certificateless cryptosystems are considered
as fundamental cryptographic buildingblocks to provide authenticity, integrity and non-repudiation suitable
for IoT applications. Yeh proposed a transaction scheme based on a certificateless signature scheme for IoT-
based mobile payments implementing on Android Pay. He showed that the CLS scheme was unforgeable
against Type I and Type II adversaries under the intractability of the mathematical problem. Despite the
security proofs, we show that Yeh’s scheme is still insecure against both Type I and Type II adversaries.
Recently, Gayathri et al. constructed a compact certificateless aggregate signature scheme for Healthcare
Wireless Medical Sensor Networks. Their aggregate signatures are constant-size independent of the number
of signers. In this paper, we show that anyone can forge certificateless aggregate signatures of their scheme
on any sets of messages and identities from only publicly known information, i.e. their scheme is entirely
broken. We then discuss some improvements.

INDEX TERMS Aggregate signature, certificateless signature, Type I adversary, Type II adversary, universal
forgery attack.

I. INTRODUCTION
Public-key cryptography requires the public key authentica-
tion by a trusted third party called ‘Certificate Authority’.
The Certificate Authority plays an important role in issuing,
distribution and revocation of public-key certificates corre-
sponding to users’ public keys. So, public-key cryptogra-
phy has the certificate management problem such as distri-
bution, revocation and verification overhead of the certifi-
cates. Shamir [11] introduced a notion of identity (ID)-based
cryptography, where a user’s public key can be computed
from the user’s public available identity information such as
e-mail address. In ID-based cryptography, Key Generation
Center (KGC) using a master secret key generates users’
private which causes the key-escrow problem. Al-Riyami
and Paterson [1] introduced a new notion of certificate-
less cryptography to solve these problems. By generating
users’ secret keys as the combination of secret information
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of KGC with a master secret key and user-chosen secret
values, certificateless cryptography resolves the problems.
Due to these properties, certificateless cryptosystems are
considered as fundamental cryptographic buildingblocks to
provide authenticity, integrity and non-repudiation for IoT
applications. They do not require any certificate for the public
key authentication and users’ public keys are transmitted
with ciphertext/signatures or by making them available in the
IoT-based public directory in a proper way. Thus, the cer-
tificateless public-key cryptosystems are suitable for authen-
ticity in IoT environments and mobile payments satisfying
efficiency requirements of IoT intelligent objects.

In recent years, the payment industry such as internet
service providers, mobile device manufacturers and telecom-
munication companies, has participated to support pay-
ments with improved protections against various types of
frauds such as counterfeiting and account misuse [3]–[5],
[7], [12]. Transaction security for mobile payments in IoT-
based network is one of the most important issues. For
secure online transactions, the payment system should be
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designed to achieve specific security features such as data
integrity, entity authentication and non-repudiation. Recently,
Yeh [13] proposed a transaction scheme based on a certifi-
cateless signature (CLS) scheme for IoT-based mobile pay-
ments implementing on Android Pay. He proved that the CLS
scheme was unforgeable against Type I and Type II adver-
saries under the intractability of the mathematical problem.
Despite the security proofs, we show that Yeh’s scheme is
still vulnerable to both Type I and Type II adversaries.

Healthcare Wireless Medical Sensor Networks (HWM-
SNs) are wireless communication networks, where medical
sensor nodes embedded in a patient’s body monitor, collect
medical data and send the data to healthcare professionals
[6], [8]. The MSN implanted on the patient’s body can send
patient’s medical data to remote Medical Server (MS) for
further processing via Cluster Head. The medical data are
transmitted to the healthcare professionals by remote MS
through internet, and the healthcare professionals generate
the patient’s medical reports. It is critical to achieve the
privacy of sensitive medical data in HWMSNs [2], [10] since
patient’s personal health data are shared online. Millions of
participants upload numerous health data to cloud severs that
cause storage capacity burdens and data transmission obsta-
cles. An aggregate signature (AS) scheme can solve these
problems. The AS scheme allows to aggregate n distinct sig-
natures on n distinct messages for n distinct users into a single
signature. It can reduce computation cost for verification on
numerous signatures and communication/storage overhead.
Thus, certificateless aggregate signature (CLAS) schemes are
suitable for secure and efficient communications in HWM-
SNs. There have been proposed a number of CLAS schemes
for various IoT applications. However, the size of their aggre-
gate signatures grows linearly with the number of signers in
an aggregating set. Recently, Gayathri et al. [9] constructed a
compact CLAS scheme for HWMSNs whose signature size
is independent of the number of signers. The scheme was
proven secure against Type I and Type II adversaries under the
hardness of the mathematical problem. In this paper, we show
that anyone can forge certificateless aggregate signatures of
the scheme on any sets of messages and identities using
only publicly known information, i.e. their scheme is entirely
broken.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
review Yeh’s CLS scheme [13] and Gayathri et al.’s CLAS
scheme [9] in Section II. In Section III, we present Type I
and Type II attacks on Yeh’s CLS scheme. We then
show that Gayathri et al.’s CLAS scheme is insecure
against universal forgery attacks. We discuss some improve-
ments in Section IV. In Section V, concluding remarks are
given.

II. DESCRIPTION OF TWO SIGNATURE SCHEMES
Here, we review Yeh’s CLS scheme for IoT-Based Mobile
Payments [13] and Gayathri et al.’s CLAS scheme for HWM-
SNs [9].

A. REVIEW OF YEH’s CLS SCHEME
Yeh’s scheme [13], a pairing-free CLS scheme, is specified
by the following seven algorithms:
• Setup: For a security parameter k , KGC does the
following:
– Select a group G of elliptic curve points with a

prime order n and a random generator P of G.
– Select a master secret key s ∈ Z∗n and calculate a

master public key PKKGC = s · P.
– Select a secure hash function

H : {0, 1}∗ ×G→ Zq.

– At last, keep s securely and publish

params =< G,P,PKKGC ,H > .

• PartialPrivateKeyExtract: For params, a master secret
key s and an identity IDi of a user i, KGC generates a
partial private key of the user as follows:
– KGC chooses a random value ri ∈R Z∗n and

computes

Ri = ri · P, hi = H (IDi,Ri,PKKGC ),

si = ri · IDi + hi · s mod n.

– Then, KGC sends a partial private key Di = (si,Ri)
to the user i in a secure way.

– The user can check the validity of partial private key
by verifying the following equality

si · P = IDi · Ri + hi · PKKGC mod n.

• SetSecretValue: A user i chooses a random value xi ∈R
Zn as a secret value.

• SetPublicKey: For params and xi, a user i calculates

PKi = xi · P

as a public key.
• Sign: For params, a partial private keyDi, a secret value
xi, and a message m, a user i picks a random number
ti ∈R Zn and calculates

Ti = ti · P, ki = H (m,Ti,PKi, hi),

τi = ti + ki · (xi + si) mod n.

Then a signature on the message m is σi = (Ri,Ti, τi).
• Verify: Given params, an identity IDi, a user public key
PKi, a message m and a signature σi = (Ri,Ti, τi) on m,
a verifier calculates

hi = H (IDi,Ri,PKKGC ),

ki = H (m,Ti,PKi, hi)

and checks following equality

τi · P = Ti + ki · (PKi + IDi · Ri + hi · PKKGC ).

If it holds then accept the signature.
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B. REVIEW OF GAYATHRI et al.’s CLAS SCHEME
Gayathri et al. [9] constructed a compact CLAS scheme
whose signature size is independent of the number of sign-
ers. In other words, its aggregate signature consists of two
elements in G and an element in Z∗q . Gayathri et al.’s scheme
is composed of four entities: Cluster Head (Data Aggrega-
tor), Medical Sensor Nodes (MSNs), Medical Server (Data
Center), AuthorizedHealthcare Professionals and seven algo-
rithms [9]. The scheme runs as follows:
• System Initialization: For a security parameter k ∈ Z+,
Medical Server (MS) computes system parameters as
follows:
– Choose a group G of a prime order q, a generator
P of G, selects s ∈ Z∗q as a master secret key and
computes Ppub = sP as a master public key.

– Choose secure four hash functions

H : G× G→ Z∗q ,

H1 : {0, 1}∗ × G× G→ Z∗q ,

H2 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × G→ Z∗q ,

H3 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × G× {0, 1}∗→ Z∗q ,

H4 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × G× {0, 1}∗→ Z∗q .

– Publish the system parameters as

params = (q,G,P,Ppub,H ,H1,H2,H3,H4)

and keep the master secret key secure.
• Partial Private Key Gen: From a master secret s and
params, MS generates a sensor node’s partial private key
as:
– For a real identity RIDi of a sensor node, MS selects

a random ri ∈ Z∗q and calculatesRi = riP, generates
a pseudo identity

IDi = RIDi ⊕ H (riPpub,Ti),

where Ti is a time period corresponding to the
pseudo identity.

– MS computes h1i = H1(IDi,Ri,Ppub) and

di = ri + sh1i mod q.

Then MS sets Di = (di,Ri) as a partial private key
of the sensor node and transmits (IDi,Ti,Di) to the
sensor node in a secure way.

– If diP = Ri + h1iPpub holds, then the sensor node
accepts the partial private key Di for IDi at Ti.

• Sensor Node’s Public/Secret Key Pair Gen: From Di
and IDi, a sensor node generates a public key and a secret
key as:
– Select a random xi ∈ Z∗q and compute Xi = xiP.
– Set PKi = (Xi,Ri) and SKi = (di, xi) as a secret key

and a public key, respectively.
• Signature Generation: Using SKi = (di, xi), IDi and
params, a sensor node computes the signature as:

– Select y1i, y2i ∈ Z∗q , a current time stamp ti, and
calculate Y1i,Y2i,wi as

Y1i = y1iP,

Y2i = [(y2ixi + h2idi) mod q]Ppub = (ui, vi),

wi = [(ui(y1i + h3ixi)+ h4idi] mod q,

where

h2i = H2(mi, IDi,Y1i),

h3i = H3(mi, IDi,PKi, ti),

h4i = H4(mi, IDi,PKi, ti).

– Output σi = (Y1i, ui,wi) as a signature on (mi, ti)
for {IDi,PKi}.

• Single Signature Verification: Given a signature
σi = (Y1i, ui,wi) on (mi, ti) for {IDi,PKi}, the corre-
sponding Cluster Head (CH) checks its validity as:
– Calculate

h1i = H1(IDi,Ri,Ppub),

h3i = H3(mi, IDi,PKi, ti),

h4i = H4(mi, IDi,PKi, ti).

– Check the equation

wiP− ui(Yi1 + h3iXi) = h4i(Ri + h1iPpub).

If it holds, accepts σi, otherwise, reject it.
• Aggregate: For an aggregate set of n distinct signatures
{σi = (Y1i, ui,wi)}ni=1 on a set of messages and times-
tamps {mi, ti}ni=1 from different sensor nodes with a set
of the identities and public keys {IDi,PKi}ni=1, the CH
generates an aggregate signatures σ as:
– Calculate h3i = H3(mi, IDi,PKi, ti) and

Y =
n∑
i=1

uiY1i, U =
n∑
i=1

uih3iXi, w =
n∑
i=1

wi.

– Output σ = (Y ,U ,w) as an aggregate signature of
{σi}

n
i=1.

• Aggregate Verification: For an aggregate signature σ
on {mi, ti, IDi,PKi}ni=1, the MS verifies σ as:
– Calculate

h1i = H1(IDi,Ri,Ppub),

h4i = H4(mi, IDi,PKi, ti).

and check the equality

wP− Y − U =
n∑
i=1

h4i(Ri + h1iPpub).

If it holds, output valid.

III. CRYPTANALYSIS OF TWO SIGNATURE SCHEMES
Now, we present Type I and Type II attacks on Yeh’s CLS
scheme. We then show that Gayathri et al.’s CLAS scheme is
insecure against universal forgery attacks.
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A. ATTACKS ON YEH’s CLS SCHEME
There are two types of adversaries, a Type I adversary and
a Type II adversary in CLS schemes depending on their
abilities.
– A Type I adversary is a malicious third party who can

replace a user public key, so he/she knows a user secret
value corresponding to the user public key.

– A Type II adversary is a malicious KGC who knows the
master secret, but cannot know users’ secret values.

In [13], the author proved that Yeh’s scheme was unforge-
able against both Type I and Type II adversaries under the
intractability of the mathematical problem. Now, we show
that Yeh’s CLS scheme is still insecure against Type I and
Type II attacks despite its security proofs.
� Type I Attacks on Yeh’s CLS Scheme.
• Suppose that a Type I adversary AI intends to forge a
certificateless signature on a message m for a user with
an identity IDi by replacing a user’s public key PKi with
a new public key PK ′i its own choice.

• First, AI chooses α, β, t ′i ∈R Z∗n and computes

R′i = β · P, h′i = H (IDi,R′i,PKKGC ),

PK ′i = α · P− h
′
i · PKKGC , T ′i = t ′iP,

k ′i = H (m,T ′i ,PK
′
i , h
′
i),

τ ′i = t ′i + k
′
i · (α + IDi · β) mod n.

Then σ ′i = (R′i,T
′
i , τ
′
i ) is a valid certificateless signa-

ture on m′ for {IDi,PK ′i } since it satisfies the following
verification equation

τ ′i · P = T ′i + k
′
i · (PK

′
i + IDi · R

′
i + h

′
i · PKKGC )

since

T ′i + k
′
i · (PK

′
i + IDi · R

′
i + h

′
i · PKKGC )

= T ′i + k
′
i · (α · P− h

′
i · PKKGC

+ IDi · β · P+ h′i · PKKGC )

= T ′i + k
′
i · (αP+ IDi · β · P)

= [t ′i + k
′
i · (α + IDi · β)] · P = τ

′
i · P.

• Finally, AI succeeds in forging a certificateless signa-
ture on any message m′ for {IDi,PK ′i } without knowing
the partial private key for IDi generated by the master
secret key s. Thus, AI can generate valid signatures of
any messages for {IDi,PK ′i } at any time.

� Type II Attacks on Yeh’s CLS Scheme.
• Suppose that a Type II adversary AII , who knows the
master secret s, intends to forge a signature on any
message m for a user with a user public key PKi and
an identity IDi.

• First, AII selects a, ti ∈R Z∗n and calculates

Ri = ID−1i · (aP− PKi),

hi = H (IDi,Ri,PKKGC ),

Ti = tP, ki = H (m,Ti,PKi, hi),

τi = ti + ki · (a+ hi · s) mod n.

Then σi = (Ri,Ti, τi) is a valid certificateless signature
for the user with {IDi,PKi} since it passes the verifica-
tion equation

τi · P = Ti + ki · (PKi + IDi · Ri + hi · PKKGC )

since

Ti + ki · (PKi + IDi · Ri + hi · PKKGC )

= Ti + ki · [PKi + IDi · ID
−1
i

· (aP− PKi)+ hi · PKKGC ]

= Ti + ki · (aP+ hi · PKKGC )

= [t + ki · (a+ hi · s)] · P = τi · P.

• Finally, AII succeeds in forging a certificateless signa-
ture on any message m for {IDi,PKi} without knowing
the user secret key xi related to PKi. Thus, AII can
generate valid signatures of any messages for {IDi,PKi}
at any time.

Using the vulnerabilities of Yeh’s CLS Scheme, the adver-
saries can impersonate any user to the merchant server in
Yeh’s transaction scheme.
� Impersonation Attacks on Yeh’s Transaction Scheme.
Using the vulnerabilities of Yeh’s CLS Scheme, the adver-
saries can impersonate any user to the merchant server in
Yeh’s transaction scheme. The impersonation attacks on the
transaction scheme can be mounted as follows:
• LetAI be a Type I adversary who intends to impersonate
a legitimate user IDi in the transaction scheme.

• Suppose that the adversary AI starts a new transaction
in its own app. and the connection with the transaction
identity IDT is established between the user and the
Android Pay Platform. After requesting a Full Wallet,
AI receives a signature σ1 on the Full Wallet, FW. Then
AI checks the validity of σ1.

• Next,AI forges a signature σ2 on the information includ-
ing Credential, IDi and IDT as in our Type I attack on the
CLS scheme.

• After checking the validity of σ2, the merchant server
believes that the transaction is completed successfully.
Finally, the adversary succeeds in impersonating the user
with the identity IDi to the merchant server.

Forging valid certificateless signatures on the given mes-
sages, our impersonation attack is possible since the scheme
has no authentication procedures except using the certificate-
less signature. The Type II adversary can also impersonate
any legitimate users to the merchant server in the same way.

B. UNIVERSAL FORGERY ATTACKS ON GAYATHRI et al.’s
SCHEMES
Now, we show that anyone can forge certificateless signatures
and aggregate signatures of Gayathri et al.’s schemes on
any messages for any identities using only publicly known
information, i.e. their CLS and CLAS schemes are vulnerable
to universal forgery attacks.
� Universal Forgery Attacks on Gayathri et al.’s CLS
Scheme.
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• LetA be an adversary who intends to forge a certificate-
less signature on any message for a user with an identity
IDi and a pubic key PKi = (Ri,Xi).

• A chooses α, β ∈ Z∗q, a current timestamp ti and com-
putes

h1i = H1(IDi,Ri,Ppub),

h3i = H3(mi, IDi,PKi, ti),

h4i = H4(mi, IDi,PKi, ti).

ThenA generates σi = (Yi1, ui,wi) from publicly known
information as

ui = α, wi = β,

Yi1 = −h3iXi − α−1[h4i(Ri + h1iPpub)− βP].

• Then σi = (Yi1, ui,wi) is a valid signature on mi for
{IDi,PKi}: it passes the verification equation

wiP− ui(Yi1 + h3iXi) = h4i(Ri + h1iPpub),

since

wiP− ui(Yi1 + h3iXi)

= βP− α(−h3iXi − α−1

× [h4i(Ri + h1iPpub)− βP]+ h3iXi)

= βP+ h4i(Ri + h1iPpub)− βP

= h4i(Ri + h1iPpub).

• Finally, AI succeeds in forging a certificateless signa-
ture on anymessagem′ for {IDi,PKi} from only publicly
known information.

Since a signature on any message for any identity can be
forged from only known information, an aggregate signature
can be forged trivially. Next attacks show that certificateless
aggregate signatures can be forged on the scheme without
forging each individual signature.
� Universal Forgery Attacks on Gayathri et al.’s CLAS
Scheme.
• Let A be an adversary who intends to forge a CLAS on
any message for {IDi,PKi}ni=1 and {mi, ti}

n
i=1.

• A chooses α, β ∈ Z∗q and computes

h1i = H1(IDi,Ri,Ppub),

h4i = H4(mi, IDi,PKi, ti).

Next, A generates a CLAS σi = (Yi1, ui,wi) from
known information as

w = α, Y = αP−
n∑
i=1

h4iRi,

U = −
n∑
i=1

h4ih1iPpub.

• Then σi = (Y ,U ,w) is a valid CLAS on {mi, ti}ni=1
for {IDi,PKi}ni=1: it satisfies the aggregate verification
equation

wP− Y − U =
n∑
i=1

h4i(Ri + h1iPpub),

since

wP− Y − U

= αP− (αP−
n∑
i=1

h4iRi)− (−
n∑
i=1

h4ih1iPpub)

=

n∑
i=1

h4i(Ri + h1iPpub).

• Finally, AI succeeds in forging a CLAS on any set
of messages and identities using only publicly known
information.

In our attacks, algebraic relations in the underlying group
allow the adversary to generate specific values for removing
the master secret key and the user secret key that results in
forging signatures and aggregate signatures of the schemes.
Therefore, the schemes are entirely broken. It is trivial that
Gayathri et al.’s CLS and CLAS schemes are insecure against
both Type I and Type II adversaries with special abilities.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND SOME IMPROVEMENTS
We showed that Yeh’s CLS scheme was insecure against both
Type I and Type II attacks.
– Yeh proved that the CLS scheme was unforgeable

against both Type-I and Type-II adversaries under the
intractability of Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm prob-
lem.

– Our results mean that either their security proofs are
flawed or their formal security models don’t cover vari-
ous forgery attacks caused by these algebraic relations.
However, our attacks don’t mean that the underlying
mathematically hard problems are solved.

– Our attacks on the two CLS schemes use algebraic
relations between signatures in the underlying groups
to forge signatures on any message for any users. The
attacks can be prevented by destroying their algebraic
relations. The algebraic relations can be destroyed from
the use of hash functions by adding the required values
to their inputs.

We suggest some improvements on Yeh’s CLS scheme
to prevent our attacks by just modifying the input of hash
functions.
� Improvements on Yeh’s CLS scheme.
• To prevent our attacks, the SetPublicKey, Sign and
Verify algorithms should be modified as follows:
– SetPublicKey: For params and xi, a user i calcu-

lates

PKi = (Xi = xi · P, Ri = riP)

as its public key.
– Sign: Given params, a partial private key Di,

a secret value xi, and a message m, a user i picks
a random number ti ∈R Zn and calculates

Ti = ti · P, ki = H (m,Ti,Xi,Ri, hi),

li = H (m,Xi,Ri,Ti),

τi = ti + ki · (li · xi + si) mod n.
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Then σi = (Ri,Ti, τi) is a signature on the message
m.

– Verify: For params, an identity IDi, a user pub-
lic key PKi, a message m and a signature σi =
(Ri,Ti, τi) on m, a verifier calculates

hi = H (IDi,Ri,PKKGC ),

ki = H (m,Ti,Xi,Ri, hi)

li = H (m,Xi,Ri,Ti),

and checks following equality

τi · P = Ti + ki · (li · Xi + IDi · Ri + hi · PKKGC ).

If it holds then accept the signature.
• In Yeh’s scheme, the value Ri = riP is contained to
related to a user’s partial private key. If we can set the
user public key as PKi = (Xi = xiP,Ri = riP) instead
of PKi = Xi = xiP in an improved scheme, since Ri is
contained in all signatures. Then, the Type II adversary
who knows the master secret key cannot replace the user
public key PKi = (Xi,Ri), the Type II attack to change
Xi or Ri can be prevented.

• To prevent our Type I attack, one can make it impos-
sible for the adversary to replace the public key for the
elimination of PKKGC . In the Type I attack, an adversary
can make Ri or PKi = Xi so that the part hiPKKGC
related to the master secret key in the verification equa-
tion is eliminated. In improved scheme, the public key
is PKi = (Xi,Ri). To succeed the attack, Ri or Xi
should contain hiPKKGC to remove hiPKKGC in the
verification equation. For the verification equation of the
improved scheme, τi · P = Ti + ki · (li · Xi + IDi ·
Ri + hi · PKKGC ), Ri cannot contain the value hiPKKGC
since hi = H (IDi,Ri,PKKGC ) contains Ri as its input.
Also, Xi cannot contain the value hiPKKGC since li =
H (m,Ri,Xi,Ti) has Xi as its input. It needs hiPKKGC
multiplied by l−1i to eliminate hiPKKGC in the above
equation, but it is impossible to compute Xi so that Xi
should contain li.

Wewill not suggest improvements on Gayathri et al.’s CLS
and CLAS schemes against our attacks since their schemes
are entirely broken. The CLAS scheme allows to aggregate
n distinct signatures on n distinct messages for n distinct
users into a single signature. There have been proposed a
number of CLAS schemes for various IoT applications since
they can reduce computation overhead for verification and
communication/storage overhead. The size of their aggregate
signatures in most of CLAS schemes grows linearly with the
number of signers in an aggregating set. It remains an open
problem to propose a secure and efficient CLAS scheme with
constant-size aggregate signatures.

V. CONCLUSION
We showed that Yeh’s CLS scheme was insecure against
both Type I and Type II attacks. Despite the security proofs
reduced to the intractability of the Elliptic Curve Discrete

Logarithm problem, we showed that the scheme was insecure
against Type I and Type II using algebraic relations between
signatures in the underlying groups to forge certificateless
signatures. Our attacks don’t mean that the underlying math-
ematically hard problems are solved. We also showed that
Gayathri et al.’s CLS and CLAS schemes were vulnerable to
the universal forgery attacks although their security against
Type I and II adversaries were proven under the hardness of
the mathematical hard problem. Our attacks mean that their
security proofs are flawed or their formal security models
don’t cover various forgery attacks caused by these algebraic
relations. Therefore, to design secure signature schemes, their
exact security analysis and security proofs against algebraic
attacks should be required.
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